Bile intraductal aspiration (BIDA): a fast method for bile collection

Microbiological analysis of bile can be a valuable diagnostic tool, which may lead to better therapy and help in the establishment of local antibiotic guidelines for the management of cholangitis. However, it is not generally recommended and is rarely performed because it appears to be technically demanding, time consuming, or unnecessary in the presence of blood cultures [1]. In this report, we describe a new endoscopic technique for bile aspiration that has been devised at our institute, which we have named BIDA (Bile Intraductal Aspiration).

Cholangiography is performed with endoscopic and radiologic control using various types of catheter, such as a papillotome, a balloon-catheter, or biliary cannula, depending on the individual case. The site of aspiration is first identified, and then a sterile, 40-mL specimen trap (Kendall Argyle; Tyco Healthcare Group, Mansfield, Massachusetts, USA) is connected to both the catheter that has been placed in the bile duct and the central suction line, which has a pressure of 0.6 bar. The catheter is moved back and forth slowly during aspiration to avoid mucosal injury related to the suction. To prevent contamination of the bile, the catheter is kept within the bile duct during BIDA. Suction is discontinued when at least 2 mL of bile has been obtained (Fig. 1). The specimen trap is then disconnected from the catheter and sent directly to the laboratory for antibiotic susceptibility testing and bacterial resistance profiling.

The development of a rapid and widely applicable bile aspiration technique that can be performed during endoscopic cholangiography could help avoid delays in diagnosis and the need for additional procedures, as well as reducing healthcare costs. The technique has now been used routinely and successfully for 1 year, during which time we have found BIDA to be simple, rapid, economical, and safe. It is also versatile because it can be performed with any type of biliary catheter. In conclusion, BIDA could prove to be a useful and potentially widely applicable new technique for bile aspiration, which could allow microbiological evaluation of bile whenever needed.

Fig. 1 Images taken during the bile intraductal aspiration (BIDA) procedure showing: a the specimen trap, catheter, and suction line that are used before connection; b the three components connected together; c the flow of bile through the suction line; d the bile collecting within the specimen trap.
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